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to that which we consider to be right. But among conservatives as among people

who take the opposite view on many things, among all of them, you will find.

a conservativism that is harmful. That is a tnaency to go on toing something

in just exactly the same way singly because you have got the habit or your

father had the habit or sour grandfather had the habit, and you keep on doing

that way. Just like our crazy syster' in the United States here of pc

speaking of twlve inches in a foot and three feet in ix a yard and how many

yards in a rod and how many rods in a mile and you ket into that. It is

perfectly fsntastic people with any intelligce to go on in such an

absurd way and yet we just keep wight on because we have done it for generations.

In England they do the same thing with their money. I ____ remember "2fr

an English woman who was in Italy. where she said, what crazy money system

they have do here. How many is there in

Oh yes, a hundred, isn't that crazy? Won't it be good to get back to England

where things are single where you have twelve pennies in a shilling and
twent1

shillings in a ootnd.." Well, she is used. to that in Enland. You figure up

') ';-

which means that two shillings each of which has twelve pennies in them and

then six pennies. Get this book here and it may be two !±x pounds and. three

shillings and six pence and when you add them up you have t0 reme'ber it takes

twenty in this column tz to make one here and it takes only twelve here. I got

all wtv mixed up when I tried to keep xxx track of it, and I felt towara.

n just how any sensible person feels toward our system of inches ana feet

and yards that we have over here. We used to doing a rr thing t i

w certain way and we just keep on. Well, that's the sort of conservtiam that

we don't stand. for I hope at Faith Seminary. But every individual has a certain

amount ti of it in his system. Just cling to a thing because that is the way

it has been done. Well, how did. it get to be done that way? It's often much

easier to get people t0 figure out the right way of doing something or to
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